
Become a
Malan Tea
Franchisee

Our Mission

Unveiling a World
of Exquisite Flavors

Own a rewarding business and share the legacy of
exceptional Assam tea. We offer:

Unmatched Quality: Exclusive access to our
premium tea selection.
Established Brand Recognition: Leverage the
growing reputation of Malan Tea.
Comprehensive Support: Training, operational
guidance, and marketing expertise.

www.malanfoodproducts.com

The Ideal
Franchise PartnerCORPORATE OFFICE

MALIGAON CHARALI,
GUWAHATI,ASSAM

We strive to provide the finest tea experiences. We
source the best tea leaves from Assam and craft them
into a diverse range of products, while promoting
sustainable and ethical practices throughout the
production chain

Exceptional Quality: We are relentless in our
pursuit of excellence, ensuring exceptional quality
in every cup.
Diverse Selection: We offer a comprehensive range
of premium tea products, including packaged teas,
loose leaf teas, and various blends and flavors.
Unwavering Commitment: We prioritize strict
quality standards, ethical business practices, and
transparent trade dealings.
Looking to the Future: We are actively seeking
opportunities to expand our reach and share our
passion for tea through franchising.

We seek passionate individuals who are:
Business-savvy with retail or F&B experience.
Customer-focused and dedicated to exceptional
service.
Tea enthusiasts with a love for premium quality.
Committed to brand building and establishing a
strong local presence.

Become a Malan Tea franchisee and embark on a
sensory journey to the heart of India's most
celebrated tea region. You're not just selling tea,
you're offering an experience.
Owning a Malan Tea franchise is an investment in your
future. With our support and your dedication, you can
build a thriving business catering to discerning tea
lovers.

MALAN FOOD PRODUCTS PVT. LTD

Malan
Tea
Who we are 

Malan Food Products is a
leading manufacturer and
wholesaler of premium Assam
tea. Established in 2014, we
are renowned for our
commitment to quality,
innovation, and ethical
practices.



Franchising offers a powerful path to success. By
partnering with an established brand like Malan Tea,
you gain a proven business model, comprehensive
support, and access to a loyal customer base.
We'll provide the foundation, you bring the drive.
Together, we can build a successful franchise that
delivers exceptional Assam tea experiences.
Ready to embark on this exciting journey? Contact
Malan Tea today!

Let's Create a
Successful
Franchise Business

Unveiling the
Rich Assam
Experience
Assam, a region synonymous with exceptional tea, is
where our story unfolds. Lush green estates bathed in
sunshine, nourished by fertile soil, and teeming with the
meticulous care of generations of tea artisans – this is
the cradle of our exceptional brew.
At Malan Tea, we meticulously source our teas directly
from these esteemed estates, ensuring unparalleled
freshness and quality. From the moment the delicate
tea leaves are hand-plucked, to the meticulous
processing techniques, we uphold the age-old traditions
that guarantee an unparalleled tea experience.

Join us. Brew a
future of
success,
together.
Contact Malan
Tea today to
learn more!

Thanks
www.malanfoodproducts.com

Contact
+91 9577812710
or e-mail us at

admin@malanfoodproducts.com 


